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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, we adopt the Radiative Transfer Theory to study the scattering effect
of an isolating tree. We carry out the analysis to the second order to improve its accuracy.
Using numerical simulation, we consider both the co-polarization and cross-polarization to
understand the obvious dissimilarity between the first and the second order terms. The
combined returns are implemented in the program and special techniques are devised to
achieve better numerical efficiency.
Because we use the iterative method to solve the Radiative Transfer equation, question
is raised on whether the solution is convergent. Hence, we derive a detailed analysis to
prove its convergence condition.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 BACKGROUND
Classification of different types of earth terrain and detection of target under
various environmental condition have been of continuous interests for remote sensing
and radar research community. With the advance of high resolution radar technology,
the potential use of high resolution image to distinct the various types of earth
terrain (or clutter for target detection) and target has attracted much attention.
Therefore, it is important to understand the scattering characteristics of various
types of clutter and how they differ with target and with one another. According
to a study in 1988 [14], of all the land surface on earth, 36 % is for agricultural
use, namely, crops, meadows and pastures, and 31 % are for forests and woods.
Given such a high coverage on earth, research on the wave propagation, scattering
and absorption problem in vegetation is very important. Moreover, to understand
how one can distinguish the scattering characteristic of various objects, it is essential
to develop an accurate simulation program which can efficiently display the effect of
incident electromagnetic wave. Once the distinct characteristics of wave scattering
from vegetation is obtained, the detection and classification is possible through the
comparison with the experimental return and the simulation result.
- 15 -
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In the study of scattering problem of vegetation, several approaches have been
used. One method is to expand the wave integral equation in the form of Born
Series. Although it is a rigorous approach, it is practical only in dealing with a
low permittivity contrast medium. This make it hard to apply it to our problem.
One way around this limitation of the wave theory is to apply the strong fluctuation
theory and distorted Born approximation [9]. This method involves very complicated
mathematical manipulation and it is impractical to extend to high order scattering
effect. In contrast, solution to the Radiative Transfer(RT) theory is easier to carry
out and be extended to high order scattering. In this thesis, we shall adopt the latter
precisely because of this consideration.
The explicit formula of iterative solution of Radiative Transfer equation has been
derived before [4,7], but few of them have applied it to the calculation of range
profile. However, range profile, besides the overall intensity level, would plays a
central role on differentiate the scattering return from different type of terrain. Hence,
we concentrate on separating the total result into distinct ranging result with the
interpretation of the characteristic terms contained in each order solution.
Previously, the range profile of first order solution which represents single
scattering has been calculated [2]. Compared with the measurement data from
Army Research Laboratory, the first order simulation and the experiment result have
some discrepancies, especially that there exists a longer range response in the latter.
Undoubtedly, this deficiency caused by ignoring high order solution leads us to regard
it absolutely necessary to take the second order contribution into account.
16
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1.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
In this thesis, the major problem we deal with is to calculate the Radar Cross
Section of an isolated tree. Since the object of study denotes the tree only, the
influence of environment, such as ground, grass and other earth scenes can be
excluded.
Now, we outline the problem into three segments.
(1) In Chapter 2, based on Radiative Transfer Theory, we express the solution in
the from of integral equation. It is well known that the method of iteration is a
good way to obtain an approximate solution in the form of series. In our case, we
follow the routine iterative procedure to solve the equation up to second order
term.
(2) In Chapter 3, as comprehending the physical phenomena represented by each
terms of the first and second order solutions, applying them on range profile is
achievable even though the boundary conditions are totally different due to the
geometry of the tree model. Ensuingly, we put the range profile expression into
program. For the high efficiency on simulation program, numerical techniques
are used to accelerate the computation.
(3) Although we have replaced the integral equation with an iterative solutions in
Chapter 2, without considering the convergence of the series will jeopardize
the validity of the iteration solution. Therefore, in Chapter 4, we discuss the
convergence condition of iterative method in order to justify this approach. In
mathematics, it is indispensable for the solution's completeness and reliability.
17
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Chapter2
Radiative Transfer Theory
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Consider a slab of homogeneous medium with permittivity and thickness h,
consisting of randomly distributed scatterers with complex permittivity es, on top
of another medium with a rough interface at z = -h, as shown in Figure 1. The
particles contained in the slab may have different sizes, shapes and permittivity. The
Radiative Transfer equation which governs the propagation of intensity inside the
scattering medium for 0 < 0 < r is
cosO(d' z ) -ke (0, 0+, ) QP(0, , 0) I(0X0,z) (2.1.1)
where the incident wave is along the direction (0, o0), while the observation direction
is along (, 0) . The vector I represents four Stokes parameters [4]
< Eh 2 > /
< E1 2 > /
2Re < EE > /r
21m < EvE* > /r
(2.1.2)
18
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ke is the extinction matrix which describes the attenuation of wave inside the
scattering medium due to both scattering and absorption. From optical theorem[4],
it can be written as
2Im<fhh>
e(o, , z) = 27no oke(0 , Z)  k 2 Im<fvh>
-2Re<fvh>
0
2Imr< fvv>
2Im<fhv>
2Re<fhv >
Im<fhv>
Im<fvh>
Im<fvv+fhh >
Re<fvv-fhh>
Re<fhv>
-Re<fvh>
Re<fvv-fhh>
Im<fvv+fhh>
(2.1.3)
and P is a 4 x 4 phase matrix by which the scattered intensity
is related to the incident intensity in the direction (', 0/);
in direction (, 0)
P(O, , , ) = no
<Ifhh12>
<lfvh12>
2 Re<fvhf/hh>
2 Im<fvhfh*h>
<lfhvl2>
<lfvv12>
2Re<fvvfhv>
2Im<fvvfhv>
Re<fhvfhh>
Re<fvvfvh>
Re<fvvfhh+fvhfhv>
Im<fvvfhh+fvhfhv >
-Im<fhvfhh>
-Im<fvvfvh>
-Im<fvvfvh-fvhfhv >
Re<fvvfhh-fvhfhv >
(2.1.4)
where the angular bracket <> denotes the average taken over the orientation, size,
and distribution of particles, r is the characteristic impedance of free space, n is
the number density of scatterers, k is the wave number of free space, and fat with
a, ,= v, h stands for scattering amplitude from polarization /? into polarization a.
The boundary condition for the four Stokes parameters at the planar surface
z=O is
I(oq , 0) = IO ·,(cos - coso) 6( - 0o) 7r/2 < 0 < r
where Io is the incident intensity
(2.1.5)
19
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IEih12/,7
IEiv 12/7
2Re(EivEth)/7
2Im(EivEh)/,q
and the boundary condition at the rough interface located at z = -h is:
(2.1.6)
I(o,, -h) =
Ir/2
0
I If I
sinO dO d R(O, 4; r - 0, ) I(r - O, , -h)
7r
0 < 0 < r/2
where the coupling matrix R(O, b; r - 0', ) at the rough surface is given by
R(9, 0; 7r - 0, ) = secO kl4 .
41k'x xkl4 . k z
1 kex + k2y
2irs 2 -P 2k2 2 ]dzS
0 < < r/2
where kd = k - k is the difference between the incident wave vector k and the
reflected wave vector k ; kdx, kdx, kdx are the x, y, z components of kd and s2
is the mean square surface slope, The matrix C is expressed in terms of scattering
functions of rough surface as [4]
C(O, ', , ') =
<Ifhhl2 >
<lfvhl2>
2 Re<fhfh*h>
2Im<f hf hh>
<Ifhv12>
<lf ,12>
2Re<fvv fhv>
2Im<fvvf*,v>
Re<fhvfhh>
Re<fvvfvh>
Re<fvvfh +fvhfhV >
Im<fvvfhh +fvhfhv >
-Im<fhvfhh>
-Im<fvvf,*h>
-Im< fvvfh- fhf v >
Re<fvvfIh-fvhfhv> 
(2.1.9)
(2.1.7)
20
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where
fvv = -(h k )(h · k)Rh - ( k )( · k)Rv
fhh - -( k )( - ()Rh h k )(h k)Rv
f=h (h. k ( k)Rh- ( k (h k)Rv
(2.1.10)
(2.1.11)
(2.1.12)
fhv = (- k )(h' k)Rh - (. k')(v. )Rv (2.1.13)
and Rv and RI, are the local Fresnel reflection coefficients evaluated at the stationary
phase points for v and h polarizations, respectively. The angular bracket denotes
the average over ensemble of rough surfaces. Shadowing effects have been taken into
account by the inclusion of a shadowing function S(9, 0; 0, q ), [Sancer, 1969].
I 1/(1 + A()),
S(0,q; 0, ) = 1/(1 + A( I)),
1/(1 + A() + A(/) )),
where =cotO, = cotO',
1( [_ S e-e 2/2s22 P-a i~ 2j·
for 0 = + r,0> 0;
for = +7r,0 > 0;
otherwise.
- erfc(jA )]
and erfc(x) denotes the complementary error function.
erf c(x) = dxe-x
v/I 7x
(2.1.14)
(2.1.15)
(2.1.16)
21
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z
Free Space
z=O
scatterers 0
0 C 0
0
scatterers
0
Figure 1
II11l(
z=-h
I;2A | ...- 
2.2 The Iterative Method to Radiative Transfer Equation
2.2 THE ITERATIVE METHOD TO RADIATIVE TRANSFER EQUATION
Physically, it is easier to consider the wave inside the midium as consisting
of upgoing and downgoing waves. If we split the intensity I into upward-going
intensity 7+ (9, 0, z) and downward-going intensity 7- (r - 0, 0, z), the Radiative
Transfer equation (2.1.1) becomes
dI (7r - 0, , z)
-cosO dz
dz
- ke(7r-0 9,qz)I~i ( 9,k') +jdr [I
71'r
, ; I I)o, 6;o1 ,6)I+(0' ' )+ P(r -0, ;r -,))- I( -0 , )] (2.2.1)
COd (°,,z) = -ke(09,q,Z)I (0,s,z) + 2 [P(0,S 0; ,) (0 'z)+cos dz J7r 
P(0, 0; i - 0', '). 7( - , 0', z)] (2.2.2)
The boundary conditions at z = 0 and z = -h alter as:
(2.2.3)
(2.2.4)
I-( - , , 0) = Io , (cos(7r - ) - cos(7r - )) 6( - o)
I+(, , -h) =| dQ R(0, ; -0, ) 7- (- - , , -h)
'7r
0 < , 00 < r/2
23
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In special cases where ke is independent of 0, , and z, we
upward and downward going intensity as
7- = e- k :z secO . U(, , z)
I- = ekezsecO . D(r _ , 0, z)
can express the
(2.2.5)
(2.2.6)
where U(O, 0, z) and D(r - 0, 0, z) satisfy the following equations
dD(r - 0, , z)
dz I
dQ K 2(r-0, O; ', ',,z) U(O , t, z)+K4(r-0; ; r-0, , z).
(2.2.7)
=| dQ[KI(0, 0; ,),) ( ,z) ,z) + K3(0, 0;ir
-_ , , )]D(7r - ,0 , z)
K 2 , K 3 , and K, are defined as following
K (, ; 0, , z) = ssec · C .P(0, ; ,'; ) · ,-kezsecO
K2(r -- 0. ; 0,, ,z) = (-sec).
I I
K 3(, ; 7r - 0, , z) = secO
71 - ,0; 1 )e-k zsccO(. p(
ekez O P(O, ; 7r - 0, 0/)
e-kezsecI
.ke kzsccO
. ekezsecO
-
I I f
K4 (7ro--0, a; 7r-0, , ) = (- secO) - ke zse
The bounldary conditions for D land are
(2.2.10)
(2.2.11)
(2.2.12)
D(r - 9, , 0) = 0o 6(cos(7r - ) - cos(7r - 0)) · (0 - 0o)
dU(0, q, z)
dz
where K I,
! !
-9 ,qS ,Z).
(2.2.8)
(2.2.9)
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I~ I -I I2
U(o, , -h) = d F(, '; -0, ) D(r -0, ,-h) (2.2.14)
with
F(0, q; - , ) = e-(ehsec 0 , ; r - 0, q5) e-kehsc (2.2.15)
By integrating on both sides of equations (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) and making use of
the boundary conditions, we obtain
D(r - 0, 0, z) = Io .(cos(- - ) - cos( - 00)) 6(¢ - 0)+
dz d' [2(7r - , ); , ', z') U(O  , z) + 4(r-, ; r- ', ).
D( - 0, , z)] (2.2.16)
U(O, 5, z) = dQ F(O, 0, )r - , ( - , -h)]+
7r
dzz ) U( , ,z ) + K3(, ;r-, ,,z )
J-'h dz ' ;i(9n S; o',e' z' ' ' ) + Ka(9,; q -9',,z).h 7r
D( -', z )] (2.2.17)
From the limits of integration in equation (2.2.16) and (2.2.17), we can see that
the integral over z is of Volterra type and the integral over Q2 is of Fredholm type.
Iterative technique will be used to solve the integral equations (2.2.16) and (2.2.17).
Now, we decompose D and U into the series, respectively.
D(r-0, O, z) = Do(r-O, , z) + D( (r-O , z) +D 2(r-O, , z) +D3(7r-O, , z) +. .
U(,q5,z) = Uo(,, z) + U1(, , ,z) + U2(, , z) + U3(,, ,z) + ... -
25
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According to the iteration rule, we initially get the Do and U0 terms( zeroth
order solutions) by ignoring the integral portion. Thus
D(r - 0, 0, z) = o 6· (cos(r - 0) - cos(7r - 00)) . 6(k - b0) (2.2.18)
Uo(0, , z) = dQ F(0, 0; w - 0 ) Do(r - , , -h)2r
= F(0, ; r - o00, ) ' Io (2.2.19)
Afterwards, we can treat the zeroth order solutions as the excitation terms of
the first order solutions. Successively, each order solutions are designated as the
excitation terms of the next order solutions.
D n(r - , 0, z) = d' d [K2(r - , 0; O', ', z') Un-l(0 ', Z')+
71'
K4( - 0;, ;· ) * Dn--1 O Z)] (2.2.20)
Dn-1( 9r-O v z')] (2.2.21)
For n=1,2,3,4,- -
We shall leave the discussion of convergence in the iterative solution to Chapter 4.
Note that we should compute D first and then U latter in computational process.
The sequence is unalterable because the upgoing wave solutions involve using the
downgoing wave solution with the same order. Also, we leave the discussion to
Appendix A cases where ke is dependent upon (0, , z).
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2.3 PREDICTION TO NUMBER OF TERMS
Before proceeding with the iterative solution to higher orders, we shall analyze
(2.2.20) and (2.2.21), to examine how many terms are contained in each order solution.
Let us establish two recurrent sequences an and bn, representing the number of
component terms including in Dn and Un, respectively.
The initial value is given:
a 0 = 1 bo = 1 (2.3.1)
We can search for the relations from (2.2.20) and (2.2.21)
an = an-1 + bn_1 (2.3.2)
bn = an + an-1 + bn-1 = 2an (2.3.3)
From (2.3.2) and (2.3.3)
al = 2 bl=4
Take the summation of (2.3.2).
n n n
S ak = E ak-1 + E bk-1
k=1 k=1 k=1
n-1
an = E bk + 2
k=1
Make use of (2.3.3)
n-1
bn = 2 E bk + 4
k=l
27
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n
bn+1 = 2. - bk +4
k=1
bn+1- bn = 2bn
bn+l = 3bn
Thus
bn = 3n - 1 bl
an = 2 3n-1 (2.3.4)
bn = 4. 3 n-1 (2.3.5)
These formulae (2.3.4) and (2.3.5) tender a gauge for the feasibility of higher
order solution. For example, if we want to calculate the 5th order for accuracy, there
would be 324 terms including in the upgoing solution. Apparently, it is necessary to
weigh the gain in accuracy against the computational cost associated with increasing
order of complexity.
28
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2.4 ITERATIVE SOLUTION
In this section, the first order solution and the second order solution of the
Radiative Transfer equation are presented. The application of these solutions to
determine the range profile of vegetation is illustrated in Chapter 3
2.4.1 First Order Solution
The first order iterative solution is obtained by making use of the zeroth order
solutions (2.2.18) and (2.2.19) and following the relations (2.2.20) and (2.2.21). The
first order solution contains six terms: two for the downgoing wave and four terms
for the upgoing wave.
(A) Downgoing wave( 2 terms):
D ( - , , ) =
(a)
Z I=
dz K4 (7r
0o
- 0,0;i 7r- o00, q0 z )
The downgoing incident wave is scattered by a particle to the downward direction,
corresponding to Figure 2(a)
(b)
I dz 7r
0 2fo
,=---- , I ,dQ K2(7r-0, ;0 , 0 ) .F( , ; - 0, 00) I fo (2.4.1)
The downgoing incident wave is reflected by the surface first, then scattered by
a particle to the downward direction, corresponding to Figure 2(b)
. IO+
29
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(B) Upgoing wave( 4 terms):
U1(, ,) =
(a)
Jz
-h
K , ; I ) F(, 0) 
d K (0 ,0b ;0, q5,z ) F(O, Ob;ir -00,0¢0) . 0+dz j
27r
The downgoing incident wave is reflected by the surface first, then scattered by
a particle to the upward direction, corresponding to Figure 3(a)
(b) Iz
-h
dz K 3(0, 0; r - 00, 0o, z ) IO+
The downgoing incident wave is scattered by a particle to the upward direction,
corresponding to Figure 3(b)
(c)
d F(0,0; -0 0,)
Z
,=
dz K4 (7r
0o
I /
- 0 , ; - 0 o, 0 ,z)
The downgoing incident wave is scattered by a particle first, then reflected by
the surface to the upward direction, corresponding to Figure 3(c)
(d)
7 I IfO 2r
I I II II I
-o,q;o , , ).
= i, ;I 0)F(O , 0 ; - o, 0o) Zo (2.4.2)
The downgoing incident wave is reflected by the surface first, then scattered by
a particle, and reflected by the surface again to the upward direction, corresponding
to Figure 3(d)
127r
. I0+
127r
30
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2.4 Iterative Solutioil
(a)
Figure
(b)
2
Various terms for downgoing wave in the first order solution
_ _
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(a) (b)
0
(c) (d)
Figure 3
Various terms for the upgoing wave in the first order solution
2.4 Iterative Solution
2.4.2 Second Order Solution
The expressions of the second order solution is complicated. There are totally
eighteen terms, six for the downgoing wave and twelve for the upgoing wave. In the
following, we list the second order iterative solutions
(A) Downgoing wave( 6 terms):
D2 (r-O, , z) =
(a)
I
dz I dQ K 2(7r -
- / I II II II
K1(O ,0 ; , ,z )
I I !
o,/; , , )
F( I II
·F(O , ;;~ - 0, o)'· o+
The downgoing incident wave is reflected by the surface first, then scattered twice
by particles to the downward direction, corresponding to Figure 4(a)
(b)
dz| dQ K2 (7r - , ; O , z ) dz K3( , ; - 0, 0, ) IO+
The downgoing incident wave is scattered twice by particles to the downward
direction, corresponding to Figure 4(b)
(c)
dz 
0 27r
I K I
dQ K 2 (7r - O,5 0; , ,z )
127r
I= , I
dQ F( ,0 ; r II IIfZ-O0,¢ ) IIdz
,,II
dz
-h dQ127r
33
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The downgoing incident wave is scattered by a particle first, then reflected by the
surface, and then scattered by another particle to the downward direction, correspond
to Figure 4(c)
(d)
rz, I= I I I r m= t t ,, ,, II , ,/dz / dQ K2(7r - , ;0;,,z) / dQ F(01,0; -8 ,7) ) dz dQ
J27r 7r 72r
II 11 ! 111 ! '-= 111 11
K 2 (r-0 ,0 ;0 ,z ).F( , ;r-0 0,0 0).Io0 +
The downgoing incident wave is reflected by the surface first, then scattered by a
particle, and then reflected by the surface again, finally scattered by another particle
to the downward direction, corresponding to Figure 4(d)
(e)
j dz' dQ K4(r - 0, ; r - 0, z, ) z dz K4(r - 0, 0; r - 0o, 0o, z ) I0+
7r°
The downgoing incident wave is scattered twice by particles to the downward
direction, corresponding to Figure 4(e)
(f)
dz'J dQ K4(7r - 0 , ; - 0 , z ) dz d
= I I Il II II =l IIK2(r -0, ; ,q ,z ) - F( , ;r-00o,0o) Io (2.4.3)
The downgoing incident wave is reflected by the surface first, then scattered twice
by particles to the downward direction, corresponding to Figure 4(f)
(B) Upgoing wave( 12 terms):
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U 2 (, , ) =
(a)
Iz
h dz' dQ K1 (O, ¢; 0,, , z ) dz  dQ6 7r J-h 7r
I
= , I I II II = II, -
Kl ( ,q ;0 ,q ,Z ).F(O ,0 ;-0,00). IO+
The downgoing incident wave is reflected by the surface first, then scattered twice
by particles to the upward direction, corresponding to Figure 5(a)
(b)
JZ I I I 1 = ! I II -
dz I dQ K (0, ; O, ,, z) dz K 3 ( 0, 0;- 00, z ) I0+h -r h
The downgoing incident wave is scattered twice by particles to the upward
direction, corresponding to Figure 5(b)
(c)
Z f 
, / / II f Z
dz dQ K 1 (,0;O ,q0,z ) dQ F(,q 0;-O0 ,q) dz
-h 2 7rr Jo7
K4 (7r- , ;,- 0 ,0, z ) .I0 +
The downgoing incident wave is scattered by a particle first, then reflected by the
surface, and then scattered by another particle to the upward direction, correspond
to Figure 5(c)
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(d)
J dz dQ K 1 (, ; O, b, z) dQ F(O, 0; r - )f dz dQ
I ,, , , ,, 1 I = M, ,,
K2( r- 0, ;0 ,0 ,z )F(9 , ;-o,00) IO+
The downgoing incident wave is reflected by the surface first, then scattered by a
particle, and then reflected by the surface again, finally scattered by another particle
to the upward direction, corresponding to Figure 5(d)
(e)
I- Idz d I , ; I
dz dfl K3(, 7; r- ,,z ) dz K4(7 - 0, 0; 7r - 00, 0, z ). 70+
The downgoing incident wave is scattered twice by particles to the upward
direction, corresponding to Figure 5(e)
(f)
I ,= , I Iz ,, I f - i, .. . .dz / dQK3(, 0;r-,,z) | dz dQ K2(7-0,;0 , , z"
-h J27r JO J2ir
= !1 II
F( , ; - 00, q0) IO+
The downgoing incident wave is reflected by the surface first, then scattered twice
by particles to the upward direction, corresponding to Figure 5(f)
(g) j F,_ ,, rr- , j 'j ,= I,( , ,, ,, rz _dz" r / a dQF(O,0;-0 0) dz , dQ K2(K-0,0; , ,z) dz dQ
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K1(O ;0 ,5 , )F(9 , ; - 0, 0) IO+
The downgoing incident wave is reflected by the surface first, then scattered
twice by particles, and then reflected by the surface again to the upward direction,
corresponding to Figure 5(g)
(h)
,= , z II I A= II II Al I zd2 F(o, 0;- o ,) jdz dQ K2(-0 ,0;0 , ,) dz
K3( , ;r- 00, 0,z ) IO+
The downgoing incident wave is scattered twice by particles first, then reflected
by the surface to the upward direction, corresponding to Figure 5(h)
(i)
-=-- I It I I Il I II --| d'F(O 0; r- ,0 | dz | dt K2(i -0,0;0 Z)t dF(o , ;-7ro ,,0 ) dz K4 (7r-O , ;7 -0o,qO,z )' IO+
The downgoing incident wave is scattered by a particle first, then reflected by
the surface, and then scattered by another particle, finally reflected by the surface
again to the upward direction, corresponding to Figure 5(i)
(j)
dQ F(o, ; Ar -, dz d K2( - , ; , , z) dQ
'= , ,, ,,,ll II z l Illl- - ll Ill /Ill 1/I II F(O, ;- ,- ) d d K2(7r-8 ,O ;O ,I ,z )-W 1111 11 11 11 1
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= I, 1111/_
F( , ; r-o,0o) o+
The downgoing incident wave is reflected by the surface first, then scattered
by a particle, and then reflected by the surface again, and then scattered by
another particle, finally reflected by the surface once again to the upward direction,
corresponding to Figure 5(j)
(k)
dQ F(O, ; r - 0, ) dz d K 4(r-0 ,0 ;- , ,z) J dz
K4( - , ; r - 0o, O, ) I0+
The downgoing incident wave is scattered twice by particles first, then reflected
by the surface to the upward direction corresponding to Figure 5(k)
(1)
,= / I fI I ,, = I I IdQ F(O, ;r - , ) dz dQ K4 (r- ,0, ;r-O , ,z )
7- 7r
I
z ,A111= II II III III 1 = 1' "'I
dzj dQ K 2(r-O ,q ;O ,q ,z ) F(0 ,q ;ir-O0,
71'
00) I0 (2.4.4)
The downgoing incident wave is reflected by the surface first, then scattered
twice by particles, and then reflected by the surface again to the upward direction,
corresponding to Figure 5(1)
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\ Ota
(a)
(c) (d)
-,.0
(e)
Figure
(f)
4
Various terms for the downgoing in the second order solution
100'
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(a) (b)
(e) (f)
Figure 5
Various terms for the upgoing wave in the second order solution
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(C)
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(g)
(i)
(k)
(h)
(i)
(I)
Figure 5 (continue)
Various terms for the upgoing wave in the second order solution
b
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From the first and second order solutions and the corresponding physical
interpretation in Figure 2 to Figure 5, we can find the correspondence between the
number of K matrices included in the solution and the physical order of multiple
scattering process. For example, zeroth order solution describe the effect of only
attenuation, first order solution means the single scattering, and the second order
solution implies the double scattering process.
2.4 Iterative Solution
2.4.3 Solution in Terms of P and I
The solutions of equations (2.4.1) to (2.4.4) are expressed in terms of functions
K and F. In this section, the solutions will be given in terms of the conventional
quantities, such as the phase matrix P and specific intensity I used in Radiative
Transfer Theory.
(1) First order solution:
(A) Downgoing wave( 2 terms):
I(7r-0 , ,) =
(a)
dz (-secO) . e-ke(z -)s . , ; r - Oo, o) = !. ekez secO . +
dz j dQ (-secO) . e- k e(z -z)sec0
0 7r
e-ke(z +h)secO R(0' ' r - 00, 00) e- kehsecOO . 0
(B) Upgoing wave( 4 terms):
1 (, ,z) =
dQ secO. eke(z - z)secO * -P(0, ; I I)
·P(o, 4;0 o 0,) e-ke(z +h)secO
.R(O, $'; r - 00, 0O) e-kehsecO0 . IO+
(b)
(2.4.5)
(a)
rz
-h dz J  J7r
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dz secO -eke(z - z)secO
d '-k,(z+h)se
* P(O, 0; r
c0 . R(0, ;
-_ 80 o) ekez secO . IO+
-0 , ) dz
e-ke(z h)secO ---= I /* P(r - , ¢ , w
dQ e -ke(z+h)sec -R(O, ; r - , 0 )
71' -
(-secO) .e-ke(z +h)secO' - ,, 0,)
dz JO 2r
I!
e-ke(z +h)secO .
= // I/
·R( , ; - e-kehseco
(1) Second order solution:
(A) Downgoing wave( 6 terms):
I2 (r - , , ) =
| dz 
0 J2ir
dQ f(-secO) e- ke(z -z)secO
dQ seco eke(z -z)secO -p(o0 ; 0t ).P , ;o ,0).
(b)
z
-h
(c)
(-sec )
(d)
- O0, o0) -ekez secOO . I0+
· I0 (2.4.6)
(a)
Idz
dzi-h I27r
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e-k(z +h)secO R(O , ; - 0,O) ekehsecOO
Izz ' dz/ dQ (-seco) e-ke( -(z)seco .- , - ; 0 , ).
IsecOeke(Iz-z)secOS /~= = ,secO
sec8. ej,(x -z )secO .- , ; r - 0, . ,z ec
I dz 
0 2Or
dQ (-seco) e- (Z -z)sec o . 0_, O; ' ' .
e -ke(z +h)secO . tR(, 01 ; - ' " " , c); I 0) IIdz
(-sec ) - ke(z +h)secO .p(r _, 0 ; - , 0) ekez sc. 0+
fz'
dz 
JO 2rdQ (-sec0) -e-e(Z -z)seco
dQ Se-ke(Z +h)secO' . =(O' q$; w - 0,' '/) 1z dz dQ
71r
(-seco") eke(z"+h)secs . P(r 0 11, ;0 ,0 )) ke(z +h)secO
*R( , ; - 80, 0o) e-kehsec0 0. +
(b)
(c)
IZ ,,
dz
-h
IO+
IId2
121
(d)
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dz' 
fO 2r
dQ (-sec)) .e-ke(z - )seco . _ , ; - ', q )
0
II
dz
(-seco )e-ke(z I I , - secO
· P(7r-- , ;r-- 0 ) .~ ~
z / I dz |
0 27r
dQ (- secO)e-ke(z -z)secO P(Tr - , 0; 7 - I / zIo,0).
· e-ke(z -z )sec'
·R( , ;ir
- 80, 00) e-kehsecO° IO
e-ke(z" +h)secO
(2.4.7)
(B) Upgoing wave( 12 terms):
2 (, , ) =
(a)
dz
h 7r
z
J-hdz j 27r
dQ secO eke(z -z)secO
Q seO = I!
2 secO eke(z -z')secO
e-ke(z +h)secO .R( , ; - 0, 00)
(b)
*P(0, q0; , q).
.P(o,0so ,0 ).
e-kehseco . IO+
dQ secO eke(z -z)secO
(e)
(f)
(-sec )
dz" dQ
7r
z
h-
dzj Iz
-h
II
dz
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sI =ke(z-z)secH p(O , - !O)e O
sec . b( -z'd. P( , O'; 7 - 0, 0o) k, e o. O+
(c)
dQ se.k( -z)sec .P(O, ; , ) 
e -k(z +h)seco 0 (01, ,
(-sec )e -ke(z +h)secO
I
7r - 0 , 0 ) . dz
· rr-8~~
: P(7r - II II
· P(i-0 ,q ;ir-00o,o)
rz
J-h
dz' L2
7r
IQ -dQ secO . eke(z -z)secO
e-ke(z +h)secO . IR(o, ; 7r - ,0 )R~~ 
(-seco) . e-ke(z +h)sec
R( , 
* P(0, b; 0 ,q)
Jz r
dz dQ
7 r
' ) - -kl(z
e-kehsecOO
dQ sec0 eke(z -z)secO I (0,!;w-0 
·P(0,04; ~- , )-
( ) (z -z )sec P(r - ,I I- 0 ) (-secO). e- e( Z -)seco .P(7r-0;Tr - 0,00 -eIe zseC~o. 7+
dz
-h 2
I!
127r
(d)
= II
ekez sec0e 0Io+
II
dQ
7T
II
+h)secO
(e)
'dz
h 2r
IIdzoz
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(f)
-h d seco
h 7r
eke(z -z)ecO P(O, ; r- ', ').
dz | dQ (-secO). - fl 01, )S ,,
7r
e-ke(z +h)secO . R(O" "; 0 ) ekehsecOo -I+R , ~b ; 7r - 00, qb) e - k h e O· IO
dne-ke(z+h)seco . (, ; - , ' ) Izdzlf2 ~ I dz| dQ
0 J2wr
(-seco ) e-ke( +h)secO p(- , ; 0 , · I dz ,
h
1II
secO .ek(z -z )sec6
R(' , 0 ; - 00, 0) e- kehseco· Io+
d Qe -ke(z+h)secO R(, ; r - 0 ,
27r
( - secO) eke(zh)sec - I
(-eco) -k,(z+h)se . (. ,
q')' / fdz
I /I I / r
;0 sO ', ·
-h
- /I, = .p ;= I 
sec ,eke(z z)secO P(, / ;r - 00, O0) ekez sec0 .seo (z- /J . (o", 0 ~"-0, 0
dQe-lk(z+h)secO. R(o, ;- , 0 j dz dQ
O J2~7r
(g)
12w
111
dQ
(h)
dQ
dz
dz
(i)
I0+
7r
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( k(z±h)secO ( - I I; I.dQ (-seco ) --k (z7+h)secr -, 0, 
27r
e-k(z +h)secO - 11 I 111 111* R(0 , ; - 0 ,k )* I z dz (-secO
O= 11i - - - - = I
e-k,(z +h)seco .(. ,4 ;-o,).ek eoo. 0.P(7r- 8 O ;·r - 0, 00) · e ez c o I
(j)
d e-ke(z+h)secO . (0o,; 1 - 0' )dQ e R(, 0; ·
(-sec ) e-ke(z+h)sec . p(r _ 0, ; 0 ,)
e-ke(z +h)secO . R(8"0 - ,0 )e R(O ~O ;-o ).
J dzj dQ
Jo J2~~7
127r
ZI
dz
dQ
dQ
dQ
2r
(-sec ) e ke(z +h)secs -P(' 0 O li ,i )
=e I/- °I I
eke( h)secO R (0, ; - 80, ) ' ekehsecOO . 0+
(k)
dQ e-((ZOh)sec R(, O; - o0, - ) J dz 1 2
O 2
(-sec ) e-ke(z +h)se P( - , ; w - 0, 0 ) 
fOJ
II
dzII
dz
(-secO") -eke(z -z')secO" p _ = ; - z sec" -O
(1)
jdz dz dQO 7d' e-k,(z+h)sec R(, ; - 8/
127
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* e-ke(z +h)secO .
· e-ke(z -z )sec"
P(r- 0; ,r- ,O ). 
~0
dz dQ
7r
R(o , "'; r - 00, *o)· e- kehsecOo . 70 (2.4.8)
where the labels in (2.4.5) to (2.4.8) are matched with those in (2.4.1) to (2.4.5).
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2.5 SOLUTION FOR A HALF-SPACE CASE
In this section, we developed iterative solutions of a half-space case, that is, there
will be no reflection wave involved in the solutions. Also, the scatterers are assumed
to be uniformly oriented. In this case, ke becomes diagonal, ke(0, 0, z) = kI, where
k is a scalar, and
ekezseco = ekz.secO
e-kez.secO = e-kz.secO
For this special case, the zeroth order, the first order and the second order
solutions are obtained as follows.
(a) Zeroth order:
Do(7 - , , z) = IO · (cos(r - 0) - cos(ir - 0 )) .6( 0- ko)
Uo(O0, , ) = 0
(2.5.1)
(2.5.2)
(b) First order:
DI 1(7r - 01 , el, z) =
y(o dz y/2 dQ (-X) . e - k z (s ec l -s e c O' ) seco1.
7I'
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P(r - 01, 01;7r - 0, ) Io .6(cos(7r - ) - cos(ir - 0)) .6(q - 00)
I
dz(-1) . e- kz .(secOl-sec0o) secO1. P( - 01, /1; I -- 0 )'
seco 1
k(secO1 - secO)
e-kz (secl-secOo)- 1] * P(r - 01, 01; - 00,0)
dQ ekZ (secOi +secO )
0 (cos( - ) - cos(1r - o)). 6 (0 - 0o)
dzlekz (secol+secO) secOl · P(01, 01; r - 00,0 0) I0
secO1l ekz(sec0i +secO)
k(secO1 + secOO)
* P(0 1 , 0 1; 7r - o00, 0) O
(c) Second order:
D2(7 - 02, 02, Z) =
d 1(-1)' e- k z.(secO2+secOl)
secol
k(secOl + secO)
secO2 ' P(Ir - 02, 02; 01
z
_ 0
U ( 1 , 1 ,Z) =
(2.5.3)
Jz
-00
dz/
2~~~~7r
I' /
- 0 7 ).
(2.5.4)
Jz dz 
O J2T~~r
ekz (sec0l+secO) . P(01 , 01; r -0 00, 0) 0+
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zI dz J
0 21r
secvai
k(secO1 - sect
dQl e - kZ (secO2-sec1l) seco 2 P(r - 02, 02; 7r - 01,0 1)
[,-kz (sec0 -secOn) 11 _ n ._ A\ T-9'n) [U- 1'J- -\II VI, I , VU,'KU) 'U
secO2
k(seco2 - sec O)
sec0ol . [e-kz(secO2-secOo)_
k(secOl + secOO) 
secO2
1..l k(sec02 - secO0)
secO2
lk(sec 2 -2-se 1)
secol
k(secO1 - sec0)
secO1
k(secO1 - seco0)
[e-kz (se92-seo)
-1].
[e-kz(seO2-secOl) - 1].
dz j dlekZ '(secO2-sec01 )
71'
secO 2 P(0 2, 02; 01, 1)
seco 1
k(secOl + secO0)
dz j
2v
ekz '(sec1 + 0) . P(, q 1; 7r - 0, 0q0) Io+
dQ. ekz (sec2+secOl) secO2 P(0 2, ; 7r - 01, q1)
1] 
I2r
27r
J-oo
(2.5.5)
Iz
J-oo
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P(7rr - 2, 2; 1, 1) P(01, 1; 7 - 0, 0) - ·10+
I1~ f l
P('r - 2, 2; 7 - 1, 1) P(7. - 01, 01; r - 0, 0) IO-
I1~ f l
P(7 - 2, 2; - 1, 1) P(r - 1, 1; 7 - 0, 0) . I0
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secO1 . [e-kz' (secO1-ecO 0) -]P(r -01 1; i -00, 0o) .k(secO2 -sec )1
= edk' sec 2 sec 1 ekz (seO2+secO°)'
j 2r k(secO 2 + secO0 ) k(secO 1 + secO0)
P(0 2, 02; 01, 01) P(0 1, 01; r - 00, 00) I+
f l dl secO2 secOl . ekz.(se2+secse).
J21r k(seco2 + secO) k(sec l -sec 0)
P(02, 02; r - 01, 1) P(7r - 01, 01; r - 0, 0) IO-
f dQ secO2 secO1 ekz-(sec 02+sec01).fJ21r k(secO2 + sec91) k(secO1 - secO0)
P(02, 2; 7r - 01, l) P(r - 01, 01; r - 00, 0) IO (2.5.6)
From equations (2.5.1) to (2.5.6), it is likely to find the rule for getting the nth
order solutions from n - 1 th order one by just multiplying a phase matrix with a
factor of the form, ekz ( sensecn-1) (±secn), then integrating over z without
performing the angular integration. To facilitate the derivation, a transformation
symbol Ti j, i, j = u, d is introduced to represent the integral over z with which
means the integral for z in the process of n- 1 th order suitable limits in the iterative
process from n - 1 th order solution to the n th order solution.
The physical meaning of the four transformations Tdu, Tdd, Tuu, and Tud are
explained in the following.
(a) Tdu: transformation from upgoing to downgoing
w(00, 01, .. _n-1, (0, (1, n- l, z) Td =
dz (-secn) e- kz(secOn+ secOn- 1) w(o, 0 1,. .On-1, O(1, qn- 1, Z) (2.5.7)I0 dIo e6n
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(b) Tdd: transformation from downgoing to downgoing
w(00, 01,n-1k, O, , "= - 1, Z) d =
(-secn) e-kz(secO n - ecOn - ) .(00, 01, On-1, , 1, n-1 ) (2.5.8)
(c) Tuu: transformation from upgoing to upgoing
w(00, 01,. On* _ , 0, 01, ' n-1, Z) T =
Iz£0 Id c ekz'(secn-sec0n-) dz secOn .ez (sec-sec-) .w(00 01,.. On '1, qO, ..- n l, z ) (2.5.9)
(d) Td: transformation from downgoing to upgoing
w(00, 01.. On, *, * n-1 1, . .*bn-1 Z)T =
Jz
00
dzlsecOn. ekz (secsn+secOn-_) W(O 01, O , On-1, 0 , l.1 n-1, z ) (2.5.10)
where w(00, 01, . On-
_l, 0, 01, ' · n-1, z) denotes the term including in the n - 1 th
order solution.
To simplify the notations, the following expressions are introduced and applied
to illustrate the transformation process.
Cs(n, m) =
Cf(n, m) =
secOn
k(secOn + secOm)
secOn
k(secOn - secOm)
Gdd(n, m) = e-kz(secn-secOm)
(2.5.11)
(2.5.12)
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Gud(n, m) -= ekz-(sec0n+secm) (2.5.14)
Pn(+, +) = P(tn, n; On 1, n-1) (2.5.15)
n(+, -) = P(On, n; r - n-1, n-1)
Pn(-, +) = P(7r - On, bn; 9 n-1, Obn-1)
Pn(-, -) = P( - n, bn; r - On-1, On-1)
(2.5.16)
(2.5.17)
(2.5.18)
where n, m are integers.
In the following, we list the commonly occurred terms in generalizing the high
order solution.
lTdCf (n, n- 1) (Gdd(n,n- 1)- 1)
1 Cs(n, n - 1) Gud(n,n- 1)
(2.5.19)
(2.5.20)
(2.5.21)Gdd(n- 1, m)Cf(n, m). (Gdd(n,m) - 1)
Gdd(n -1, m)4Cs (n, m) Gud(n, m) (2.5.22)
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Gud(n - ,m)Cf (n, m) (Gdd(n, m) -1)
Gud(n - 1, m)-t4C(n, m) Gud(n, m)
(2.5.23)
(2.5.24)
In terms of the simplified notation (2.5.11) to (2.5.18), the first, second, and third
solutions are illustrated as follows.
The first order solution
D1 = Cf (1, 0(G )-1) P1(-,-). IO
U1 = Cs(1, o0) Gud(1, 0) p=1(+, -) IO
(2.5.25)
(2.5.26)
The second order solution
D2 = d Ql
Cf(1, 0) C (2, 0) (Gdd(2, 0) - 1) 2(--) P =1(-,-) 7IO-
Cf (1, 0) -Cf (2, 1) -(Gdd(2, 1) -) P. (-, -) I70o
(2.5.27)
U2 = J
27r
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Cf (1, 0) Cs(2, 0). Gud(2, 0) 2(+, -) (- -) I-
Cf (1, 0) Cs(2, 1). Gud(2, 1) P2(+, -) P(- -) . IO+
Cs(1, O) Cs(2, 0) Gud( 2, 0) 2(+, +)' P1 (+, -) IO
The third order solution
D3 = dQ2
27r 7r
Cf (1, O). Cf (2, O). Cf (3, 0) (Gdd(3, O) - 1)
P3(-,-) P2(-,-) P1(-,-) Io-
Cf (1, 0) Cf (2, 0) Cf (3 , 2) (Gdd(3, 2 ) -1)
3(-, -) (-, -) (1(-,-) I+
Cf (1, O) eCf (2, 1) Cf (3, 1) (Gdd(3, 1) - 1)
P3(-,-) P2(-,-) P(-,-) Io-
Cf (1, O). Cf(2, 1). Cf (3, 2) . (Gdd(3, 2)-1)
P3(--) P2(-,-) P1( -,-) Io+
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Cs(1, O) Cf (2 , 0) Cf (3 , 0) (Gdd( 3 , 0) - 1)
P3(-,-)' P2(-, +-) P1 (+, -)' Io-
Cs(1, O) Cf (2, 0) Cf (3, 2) (Gdd( 3 , 2)- 1)
P3(-, -) P2(-, +) P (+-) IO+
Cf (1, O) Cs(2, O) Cf (3, 0) (Gdd(3, 0) - 1)
P3(-, +) P2(+-) ' 1(--) IO-
Cf (1, 0) Cs(2, 1) Cf (3, 1) (Gdd(3 , 1) - 1)
P3(- +) ' P2(+-)' P1(-, -) IO+
Cs(1, 0) . Cs(2, 0) Cf (3 , 0) (Gdd(3 , 0) - 1)
P3(-, +) P2(+, +) '(+, -) Io
U3 = dQ2
'7r 27r
Cf (1, O) Cf (2, 0). Cs(3, 0). Gud( 3, 0 )
P3(+,-)' P2(-,-) P1(-,-) IO -
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Cf (1, 0) Cf( 2 , 0)- Cs(3, 2) Gud(3, 2)
P3(+, -)P2(-,-) Pl(-,-) 70-
Cf (1, O0) Cf(2, 1) Cs(3, 1). Gud(3, 1)
P3(+, -) P2(-,-) P(-,-) I l+
Cf (1, 0) Cf (2,1) Cs(3, 2) Gud(3, 2)
P3(+,-) P2(- ,-) 1(-,-) IO+
Cs(1, 0) Cf(2, 0) Cs(3, 0) Gd(3, 0)
P3(+, -) P2(-, +) (+, -) IO -
Cs(1, 0) Cf(2, 0)- Cs(3, 2) Gud(3, 2)
P3(+, -)2(-, + ) (+,-) , 0+
Cf(1, ) * Cs(2, 0)- Cs(3, 0). Gud(3, 0)
P3(+, +) -P2(+, -) P1(-, -) 70I-
Cf (1, O) . Cs(2, 1) . Cs(3, 1) . Gud(3, 1)
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p3 (+, +) p2 (+, -) -= (-I -) -70+
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Cs(l, O) Cs(2, 0). Cs(3, 0). Gud(3, O)
3(+ +) 2(+ ) (+,-) 'O (2.5.30)0
In the similar way, we can obtain higher order solutions. This provides a method
to speed up the numerical computation process because we can numerically calculate
(2.5.11) to (2.5.18) first for different angles, then adopt the generalization formulae
to obtain the higher order solution.
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Range Profile of an Isolated Tree
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The word radar, coming from radio dection and ranging, describes the use of
radio wave to detect the presence of objects and their locations. The three basic
representations of location are range, azimuthal angle and elevation. As shown in
Figure 6, among the various Radar Indicator display types [17], the basic presentation
methods of Radar data is Type A, B, and P. In Type A indication, range is the only
coordinate of the screen. In Type B and P indication, azimuth and range are used.
The other indicator presentations are the modification types of the basic types A, B,
and P [16,17].
On the Radar Indicator, range is the distance along the sight from radar set to
object. For radar with low resolution, this definition would not result any ambiguity.
For high resolution radar, one object could occupy more than one range location.
Because the actual range represents half the total propagation length from the
transmitting point to the receiving point, false ranging can occur with the second
order scattering. The scattered wave can travel longer distance before returning to
the radar. As a result, there will be response for this ranges even though there no
objects exist at that distance.
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In Section 3.3, the modeling of one isolated tree is considered. The formulation of
range profile calculation for monostatic radar is discussed in Section 3.2. The range
coordinate is chosen with the reference plane whose normal vector is the incident
wave vector. Although there a number of choices of reference planes, in our study
here, we are more interested in the relative position of range response. We choose the
plane which is the nearest one to the target as the reference plane, the advantage is
that the effective range starts from 0 as shown in Figure 7.
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The various Radar display types
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3.2 RANGE PROFILE AND RADAR CROSS SECTION
The Radar Backscattering Cross Section a is defined as
a = 4R2 Ps
Ti
R -- +oo
Ps: time average scattering power density at recieving site.
Pi: time average incident power density at the object.
R: the distance between scatter and receiver.
The relation between intensity I and power density P is
dPs=Idd d= . dAR2
dxdy
R2
Pi = Io
dolI = daPi = 47rR2dPs = 4rIdxdy
ao] = 47r dxdyI
extend to Stokes Vectors
. Io = 4r Jj dxdyI
P is projection area of the tree on the x - y plane.
a14 h
a24 I 0v
3a44 V0'44
= 47r dxdy
(3.2.1)
(3.2.2)
a1 1C.2 1
a3 1
a.4 1
o1 2
022
a32
042
' 1 3
02 3
' 3 3
a4 3
U
i 5 (3.2.3)
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Range profile r(r) is related to the total backscattering cross section by the
following equation.
a = dr=r(r) (3.2.4)
3.3 Model
3.3 MODEL
A vegetation canopy is a dielectric mixture consisting of discrete dielectric
scatterers (such as leaves, flowers, fruit, twigs, branches, and so on)that are randomly
distributed inside a finite volume. Because of highly diversified shape, and the large
number of scatterers, a deterministic model to take all conditions into account is very
difficult. In addition, moisture, temperature, and many environmental factors will
influence the parameters of canopy. However, based on available information, it is
possible to build a simple model that can account for absorption and scattering losses.
Hence, we make following assumptions for the tree model.
(1) The shape of the tree crown is modeled as a cone illustrated as Figure 7. with
the top radius Rt, bottom radius Rb, and height h.
(2) We model the leaves as circular disks uniformly distributed in location and
orientation. Under this consideration, the scattering field of every disk can be
calculated by physical optics approximation[ll].
(3) The fractional volume of scatterers is small, so the effective permittivity is close to
that of the background medium (air). Therefore, the reflection upon the canopy
is ignored.
Considered a normal incident (minus z axis direction) plane wave and normal
backscattering (plus z axis direction) scattering wave, that is 00 = 0, 0 = 0 and
02 = 0 ,02 = 0, as well as R=O.
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a trei
h
Fig 7
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First, let us apply 00 = 0, 2 = 0, 02 = 0, 2 = 0, R = 0, and ke = kI to
the solutions of Radiative Transfer equation (2.4.6) and (2.4.8).
I1 (, 0, 0) =
J dz ekz
-h P(0O, o; r, o). ekz o
which corresponds to the (a) term of (2.4.6)
I2 (, 0, 0) =
d'ekz'2 e .P(,0;0',d).
sec . ek(z"- z')secO' p ( )secO -  ~ ~ P(O , ; it, O)
II. ek
· elkz
which corresponds to the (b) term of (2.4.8)
dz dQ ek P(, 0;7r - 0,) -q
IJ I
dz
0
I- I
-9 ,S ,r,o).(-seci) e- k(z-z)tso' . P(.
which corresponds to the (e) term of (2.4.8)
I Z
-h
dz' 
27r
dQ2ekZ
,!
seco . ek(z"-z')secO I ~~kz'
.P (', d; r, ) ekz
de kz ( O; r dQ e . p·~(O 0;7r 0,4,).J7r
(3.3.1)
dz r
-h ,7r dz-h
· IO+
O
Ih
II
ek z Io
JO dz
dz dz
'Z 0 d"
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seco e ( -- .p(7r9- , 01, '7r, 0) ekz . 0 (3.3.2)
In order to apply the first order and second order solution to the range profile of
a tree whose boundary conditions are obviously no longer as simple as in the previous
flat layer media, we have to derive the bouds of integrands in (3.3.1) and (3.3.2). To
facilitate this process, let's trace the scattering and attenuation mechanism involved
in (3.3.1) and (3.3.2).
(1) first order solution
Io: incident wave power density
ekz : attenuation from z = 0 to z = z along the incident angle 8 = r, 0= O
P(O, 0; ir, 0): scattering from incident angle = r, 0 = O to backscattering angle
0=0,0 =0 at point z=z
ek z : attenuation from z = z to z = 0 along the backscattering angle
0=0, =0
(2) second order solution
(a) first term
IO: incident power density
ekz : attenuation from z = 0 to z = z along the incident angle 0 = r, 0 = 0
P(O', 0; 7r, 0): scattering from incident angle 0 = r, b = 0 to upgoing scattering
angle 0 = O, 0 = 0 at point z = z
ek(z -z )secO' : attenuation from z = z to z = z along the upgoing scattering
angle 0 = 9, = I
sec9o: length scaling between the 0 = 0 and 0 = 0
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! I I i
P(O, 0; 0, q ): scattering from upgoing scattering angle 0 = 0, = q to
backscattering angle = 0, 0 = O at point z = z
(b) second term
IO: incident power density
ekz : attenuation from z = 0 to z = z" along the incident angle 0 = 7r, 0 = O
P(7r - 0', 4; r, 0): scattering from incident angle 0 = r, 0 = 0 to downgoing
angle scattering 0 = r- , = q at point z = z
e-k(z -z )secO attenuation from z = z to z = z along the downgoing
angle scattering 0 = r-0, q = q
seco: length scaling between the 0 = r and 0 = r - 0'
P(0, 0; r -, 0 ): scattering from downgoing scattering angle 0 =r -, = 
to backscattering angle 0 = 0, 4 = 0 at point z = z
Now, we shall derive the bouds of (3.3.1) and (3.3.2). In (3.3.1), because the path
is confined along a specific line which varies as the incident point on the reference
surface, it is easy to understand that the lower limit should be the bottom boundary
z = -h and the upper limit is the top boundary z = 0. For (3.3.2), the situation is
more complicated. Taking the first terms as the example, it involves an attenuation
path from z = z to z = z/ which belongs to an upgoing wave, so the value of z
must be smaller than that of z . Therefore, the lower limit for z is the bottom
II II Iboundary at z = -h but the upper limit is at most z =z , however, the lower
limit of z is z =-h and the upper limit of z is still z = 0. Likewise, we can
derive the integration limits in the second term of (3.3.2).
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Rt
Rb
R(x)
Rt
Y
1,
z
Rb
a
,y)
b
Figure 8
a: the observed feature of
b: the observed feature of
the model on x-z
the model on y-z
Following these steps, we are ready to generalize them to the problem of a
tree modeled by a cone. The coordinates are defined as Figure 7, the boundaries
of any straight line with the specific position (,y, Rb) is from z = -d(x,y) =
- (R --- (R1 - Rt) x)2- y2] to z = d(X, y)= [(R,, - (Ib -- t) )2 - y2] as
shown ill Figure 8. The attenuation effect happens only within the region between
-d(X, y) and d((, y) , so they are the actual integration limits we desire in the cone
model. Hnc(e, we get
plane
plane
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I (, 0, ) =
d(xi,yi)
-d(xi,yi)
d'zek[Z -d(xi,yi)] (, o; , o). ek[z-d(i,yi)] . O (3.3.3)
12 (0,0,0) =
, d(x ,y )
dQ I
J2r J-d(xs,ys)
I
dz J d(d(xi,yi) dz"ek[z'-d(xs,ys)]
I P(0,0;
* P(O, O; o ,O )
sec' ek(Z -z )secO
·P(, ('; r, ). ek[z" -d(xi,yi)]. 0+
J -d(x,,y,)
dz d(i,yi)
dz I
I 
ek[z'-d(xs,ys)]
sec e-k(z -z)secO. P(_-, O, r, O) ek[z -d(xi,yi)] I o (3.3.4)
where ( xi, i ) is the (x, y) coordinates of incident position and ( xs, ys ) is the (x, y)
coordinates of backscattering position.
In addition, xs and Ys can be expressed in xz, Yi, z , I, O , and r.
R
Rb- Z +Rb - +z -z IsecO = 2r
Rb-Z +Rb-Z + M = 2r
(3.3.5)
(3.3.6)
where M = Iz - z" sec' is the length of the intermediate path and r is the range.
= i + MsincosXs = xi + MsinO cosOb (3.3.7)
Ys = Yi + MsinO sin(
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.P(0,0;7 r -0 ).
(3.3.8)
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3.4 CALCULATION OF RANGE PROFILE
After having successful written the expressions for first and second order solution
to the cone region, we naturally want to combine the attenuation with a single
exponential term. It is well known that the exponential term represents the
attenuation, the combined exponential term must represent the total attenuation
path length 1 in the cone region. Here we define the range r as half the total path
length from (xi, Yi, Rb) through attenuation and scattering back to (xs, Ys, Rb).
2r = + (Rb - d(xi, Yi)) + (Rb - d(xs, ys)) (3.4.1)
Next, we change the variable z with r in (3.3.1), besides, we change the variable
z with r in the first term of (3.3.2) and z with r in the second term in (3.3.2) by
making use of following procedure.
(1) first order solution
2r = 2 (Rb - z')
dz'J= = -1dr
7+(0, 0, 0) =
L dre. k l (0, ; 7r,O) .I (3.4.2)
L means the length within the boundary for any incident position (xi, yi) and
J is the Jabobian of the transformation of variables.
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(2) second order solution
(a) for upgoing wave
IRb-z +(z -z )secO + R b - Z
Rb - z + (z - z) 'secO + Rb - z = 2r
dr
dz = -(secO + 1)/2
-2
(seco + 1)
(b) for downgoing wave
Rb - zZ +(z -z)secO+Rb-z = 2r
dr 
dz -(secO + 1)/2
-2
(seco + 1)
Note that we use tow different schemes to change integration variable to avoid
singularity at 0 = 0. Therefore:
12(0, 0,0) =
7r/I drd'l df'"A JOJO dq e-kl *P(, 0; -
I I
= / , 2secO singP( - ;0 , 7r,) + ec I+1 +secot
7'r 
drdz dO do e- k/ /o"O P(, 0; - , )
P(O, 0 ; r, 2seco sind
1 + secO'
O, ).
JA
Io
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drdz J dO
ii O6
do5 2
JO
·e kl *P(O, 0;7r - , 0')-
I
0 -
tan-- I0+2
= l drdz' dO2 do2. · ,kl o (, 0 7i 0 ')14
P(o'0 , , ) 0 tan IO
2 (3.4.3)
where A means the scattering region within the boundary for incident position
(xi, Yi) and backscattering position (xs, Ys) and J is the Jacobian.
According to (3.2.2) and (3.2.3), we get the following results.
The first order Radar Cross Section v(1) =
dxdy e- kl *i (0, O; r, O)
The second order Radar Cross Section (2) =
8I7r dr dxdy Jdz JJ d~d [e- kl (o0 0, ; ) · P(O , 7r, 0) 
87r dr/ dxdy dz/ dOd [e- kl P(o, 0; r - 0, ) . P(,r - ; ,
From (3.4.4) and (3.4.5), the range profiles are obtained
r(1) (r) = 4 dxdy e-kl p(O,O; ,O )
47r dr II (3.4.4)
tan 2] +
,,, ) .t an]
(3.4.5)
(3.4.6)
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and
r(2) (r) = 87rs
87rJ dxdyJ
r dy r rz ll [ekl p, ;0 ,)ta21 Jdxd  j dz]] d" dq e- . P(O, 0; 0, q) . P(0, q, 7r, 0) tan- +
dz /ddOd [e-kl P(O, O;r-0, ) P(7r-0;,,O).tan 2] (3.4.7)
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Convergence of Iterative Method
4.1 SCALAR RADIATIVE TRANSFER EQUATION
In this chapter, we shall discuss the convergence of the iterative solution to the
Radiative Transfer equation. This analysis will help us understand the limitation of
our approach.
To simplify the mathematical derivation, we assume the scattered field is
randomly polarized; thus the presence of correlation elements in Stokes Vector, U
and V, are not necessary. Considering the total intensity I = Iv + Ih , the Scalar
Radiative Transfer equation becomes
dI(0, ,z) _ Pr.+si da
cosO d z _ kI(O, q, z) + sinO dO
dz
| dO P(0, ; , )
0zd'psm
I( , , z)
·z(o , 0 
Since scatterers are uniformly located and oriented, k is a constant. We further
assume that there is no reflection on the boundary surface, therefore
I(0, 0, ) = IO · 6(cos 0 - cosO0) .(0 - 40) (4.1.2)
for ir/2 < 00 , < r
(4.1.1)
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I(, 0,-h) = (4.1.3)
for 0 0 < 7r/2
Given the above assumptions, we again split the Radiative Transfer equation into
upgoing and downgoing parts in preparation for the iterative solutions.
oSdI (, =, z) = -k+ (0, , z) + sinO dO
dz JO
· I +( 0 t, q, Z)+
sin 27rsinO dO dP(O, ; 0o, ). (O, o, z)
for 0 0 < 7r/2
dl- (,0,,z) -( 0,z) +
cosO = kI , , z)dz o r/2 sinO dO 1
·I+( o0' , )+
7r
/r2
sinO dO dq P(O, ; 0, q5 ) I- (O, q, z) (4.1.5)
for 7r/2 < 0 < 7r
The boundary conditions become
I-(, , 0) = Io 6(cos - coSOo) 6(0 - 4o)
for 7r/2 < 00 , 0 < 7r
(4.1.6)
and
I+(O, q, -h) = 
do P(O, q); 0, q )
7r2
/r2
(4.1.4)
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do P(O, 0; 0 , 0 )
(4.1.7)
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for < 0 < 7r/2
We assume that
J+ (, 0, ) = ekzsecO I +( , z)
J- (0, , z) = ekzsecO . I- (, 0, z)
o < 0 < /2
7r/2 < 0 < r
The purpose of introducing the functions J+ and J- is to get rid of the terms
-kI + and -kI-.
Equation (4.1.4) turns out to be
cosOe-kzsecO dJ+ (6, b, z) 
dz
r/2 , ,f/ sin dO
JO
d cP(O, ; -0, )kzsec
.J+(, / /)+6,q ,z )+
I I _kzecO
sinO dO] d'P(O, ; 0, q )eksecO
Equation (4.1.5) turns out to be
.J-(, ', z')
r/2 in d
=f sin dO
dO
d P(O, 0; 0, 0 )e-kzse
.J+(/ ')+,J(O , +
| sinO dO | dP(O, q; 0, q )e-kzsecO
ir/2 o
The boundary conditions are
I f
· J-(O ,0,z)
J-(O, b, O) = Io. 6(cos - cosOo) 6(0- ko)
cosOe-kzsecO dJ- (0, 0, z)
dz
(4.1.8)
(4.1.9)
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J+(0, , -h) = (4.1.11)
Then, we move the cosOe- kzsecO to the right hand sides of (4.1.8) and (4.1.9),
integrate on both sides, and match the boundary conditions.
J+(0, , ) = zI , fodz /
h JO
/2
sinO dO J02 d sec kz (secO-secO)
.J+ (o, g', z')+
sinO dO2 r dk ekz (secO-secO) P(O, I; 8, 1)
.J-(0O, 0, z)
J- (0, , ) = Io 5(cos - cosOo) . (0 - o)+
z ,p r/2
dz/
o JO
sinO dO 2r d sec .e kzI (secO-sec' )P(¢, I; I
.J+(O', qS, z')+
J z 7r
dz I /2
sin dOI J2r dqoseeekzI(secO-IsecO)p( 0', )
.J-(0 ,0 z) (4.1.13)
We introduce a function K which combines the function J and (cos 0- cos0O) 
Iz
h
dzt 
Jr/2
(4.1.12)
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K+(, , z) = J+(, , z)
K- (, , z) = J-(o, , ) - Io (cos - coso) .6(o - to)
By substituting K into (4.1.12) and (4.1.13), we obtain two integral equations,
each with an inhomogeneous term.
K + (0, , z) = J dz'secsek(secO-seco)zP(O, 0; 00, 0) 1 O+
h
J, /2 ,, 
dz sinO dO
JO
21 r
d sec . ekz (sec-sec ')p(9 ' 0; 0,1 s) K+(,I, ! )+
sin dO d Isecsekz (secsecsecO')p(o, ; , ) K-(O, ,z ) (4.1.14)
K- (, , z) = z dz'secOekZ (SecO-secOo)p(, ; 00, 0) I+d e
d sec9 . ekz (secO-secO)P(O ' 0' I/') K+(, q$, z )+
~J f/2 sinO dO'j2
sec e ec pI ) K z) (415)drsec0· ekz (secO-secO)P(O, ; 9, ) K- (,, z') (4.1.15)
in (4.1.14) and (4.1.15), the inhomogeneous terms can be carried out individually.
dz secez (secO-seco)P(O, '; 00 00) . Io =
rz
-h
Jz
-h
jzj~/2 sinO dO
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seco
k(secO - secO0)
and
[ekz(sec-seco) _ e-kh(secO-seco)]* P(O, 0; 00, 00) I (4.1.16)
dz secekz (sec-seco) P(, ; 00, 0) I =
secO
k(secO - secO0)
[ekz(secO-seco) _ 1] P(O, 0; o, 0Oo) . Io
To recover to I, we introduce the function L
L+(, , z) = e-kzec. K+ (0, , z)
L- (, , z) = e-kzecO . K- (, , z)
Equation (4.1.14) becomes
L+ (, b, z) = f+(o, z) P(O, d; 00, o0). I+
dz j sinO dO I do secO.e- k (z)secOp(,;0 ,q )) L+( ' ,
-h O
Z sinO dOs d I sece - k(z- z )secOP(O, ; ' I0) L-(0 qS , z)
-h 2/2 0
Equation (4.1.15) becomes
L- (9, 0, z) = f- (, z) P(O, 0; Oo, 00) I+
(4.1.17)
I ,z)+
(4.1.18)
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Iz r/2 I , 2tr
sinO dO 0, J0 ,J0 do secO e-k(z-z')secOp(O, q; 9, q') L+(O
I
, , z )+
sinO dOf d secO e-k(z- z )secOp(O, 0; , ) L (-(, , )
seco
k(secO - secO0)
· [e-kzsecOO _ ekhsecOo e-k(z+h)secO]
for 0 < 0 < r/2
secO
k(secO - secO0)
[e-kzsecOo _ e-kzsecO]
for r/2 < 0 < 7r
We should discuss the magnitude of f+ (, z) and f-(0, z). First for f+ (, z),
since 0, o0 < 0, sec and-h secO) is always larger than 0.
It is easy to demonstrate that
< seco
- sec - sec 1
e- k(z+h)secO < 1
ekhsec o < e-kzsecOO
Hence, we obtain the following inequality
1
O < f+(o, z) <
For f- (0, z), because seco0 < 0 and secO < 0, we have to discuss the following
four conditions
(a) secO - seco0 < 0
Jsf T
where:
(4.1.19)
f+(O,z) =
f-(0, ) =
(4.1.20)
(4.1.21)
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then
e-kzsecO0 - e- kzsecO > O
k(seco-secto) is larger than 0 and e-kzsecO - e- kzsec O is larger than O, too.
So we conclude that f-(O, z) is larger than 0.
(b) secO - seco0 > 0
e-kzseco -_ e-kzsecO < 
secO-secO0) is smaller than 0 and e-kzsecOo - e- kzsecO is smaller than 0,k(secO-seceo)
too. So we get that f-(, z) is larger than 0.
(c)the singularity secO = seco0
According to L'Hospital's rules, f-(O, z) = zsecO e- kzsecOO < -hsecO0
(d) secO - -oo
e-kzsecOo 1
f-(o, z) e < -k -k
Since f -(, z) is always larger than zero, even at 0 = 00 or secO -> -oo,
f-(0, z) does not blow up, therefore, there must exist maximum M which is finite
when 0 is between r/2 and 7r.
Then, we combine the equations (4.1.18) and (4.1.19) into one equation including
conditional function and suitable integral limit.
L(0, , z) = f(0,z) P(0,0;00,00) I+
dz j| sinO dO j d 'G(, z,z')- P(O,; , ) L(0, 0, z) (4.1.22)
f (, Z) f+(o, ), o0 0< < /2
f-(0, z), 7r/2 < 0 < 7r
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where a equals 0 or -h
G(O, z, z') = sec . e-k(Z - z )secs
We assume a series
L(9, 0, z) = L1(0, 0, z) + L 2(0, 0, z) + L3(0, 0, z) + 
L1 (, , z) = f(,z) P(, ; 0 , 0) Io (4.1.23)
We substitute the first order terms L1 into the integral part and get the second
order term L2.
L2(o, X, ) = dz sinO dO
a JO
Likewise
Ln (0 , Z) = dz
Ja
I V I I
sinO dO
0O
|fO do G(O, z, z )P(0,; O, ) Ln-1 ( , 0z )
0o
Denote fmax to be the maximum value of f+(, z) and f-( (, z), and note
that P (phase function) is always larger than zero and there also exists a finite value
maximum Pmax.
fmax = max{f+ (, z), f-(9, z)}
Pmax = max{P(O, q; O', ')}
then, we decompose our discussion into two part
(a) 0 < 0o < r/2
IJ 2r
0o
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do'G(, , z)P(, ; 0 110/) L (8 ' O z)
4.1 Scalar Radiative Transfer Equation
L2 (0, , ) <
z
-h
dz I / 7 sinO dO
27r
do secO -e-k(z-z )secO
P(O, , , q ) fmax Pmax Io
-_ -k(z+h)secO] I0O
I 1r ,
< - sinO dO
Ir 2 r
sinO d 1 2
I27r
do P(O, J0
dO P(O, 0; 0', ) fmax -
; 0 ,5 ). fmax Pmax . I
= W fmax Pmax Io
(b) 7/2 < 0o < 7r
L2(0, , z) < j dz j sinO d
fz ° Jo= ' JO2
do (-secO) e-k(z-z )secO
P(, 0, 0, I) fmax Pmax II
-e-kzsecO] 0 sinO d do P(O, ; 0, 0 ) fmax Pmax Io
2 7r
d P(O,
0
0; 0O, ) fmax Pmax Io
- W fmax Pmax Io
From both (4.1.24) and (4.1.25), we obtain
- 1k Pmax Io
(4.1.24)
k I
(4.1.25)
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Ln(, , z) Wn - . fmax Pmax Io (4.1.26)
where W is the albedo which is defined as the scattering loss divided by total loss,
so albedo is always less than 1. Hence, we introduce a series Sn , which is larger
than Ln for each term.
Sn = W n - l' fmax Pmax Io
ZLn < = fmaxSn' max ' I (4.1.27)
n=l n=l
Therefore, the fact that Sn converges means that the iteration solution Ln
always converges. From (4.1.27), fmax PmaxIo is a upper limit for ° 1 L.fmx'ma'I i s a u pe =iitfro
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4.2 THE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FIRST AND THE SECOND ORDER
TERMS
Based on (2.1.1), (2.1.2), (2.5.3), (2.5.4), (2.5.5), and(2.5.6), when 0 = 0, 0 = 0,
and z = 0, as well as changing the vector I into the scalar I and the Phase Matrix
P into Phase function P. We obtain the following equations
I+(o, O, 0)= U1 (o, 0, O) = PIo (4.2.1)
I(o, , ) = U2(o, 0, 0) =
IXdQj secO_
7r seco I + 1
P(O, 0; 01, 01) P(0 1, 01; r, O) Io+
2 sec 1
- 1) - 1 +seco1 'k(sec - 1)]
[P(O, ; 01, 01 ) .P(01, 1; 7, 0)
P(O, 0; 7r - 01, 01) P(7a - 01, 01; 7r, 0)]. Io (4.2.2)
According to reciprocity of the wave scattering:
P(O, 0; 01, 01) - P(0 1, 01; 7r, 0) = P(O, 0; r - 01, 01) P(r - 01, 01; r, 0)
1 d k(secOl+ 1)
2k Jr k(secO1 + 1)
1
2k 2
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2k 7d~r lk(secel -e
P(O, 0;,7 - 01, 01) - P(7 - 01, 01; 7r, 0) - Io
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The normal upgoing intensity observed at z = 0 becomes
2(,0,0) = * dl secOI -1 P(O, 0; 01, 0l) P(0 1, 1;I r, 0) Io (4.2.3)I(,, 0)= d121 secol + 1 (.23
For randomly oriented leaves, the phase function shows a strong peak in the
forward direction, as shown in Figure 9. The reason is that for a leaf with a specific
orientation, there is strong scattering in forward and reflected direction. However,
unlike the reflected direction, the forward direction doesn't vary with the orientation
of the leaf. After taking the average over all orientation angles, the scattering in the
forward direction is much stronger than scattering in other directions.
Let us introduce the approximate form for phase function [15] which is a function
of 0 but independent of 0.
as 4 ·e-8 2 /a2
P(7r - 1, 01 ; r, 0) = s . (a. 4 *0 /y 2 + 1 a) (4.2.4)47r Aft 2
4 4 1-. a) (4.2.5)P(, 0; 7r - 01, 01) = r e(a  e(01_7)'/A- + - ) .2.5)
as : the scattering cross section.
a: the ratio of the total forward scattering loss to the total scattering loss
aft: a small number which is the angular width of main beam as shown in Figure 11
Under this approximate form, we assume that the phase function remains a
constant 1 - a except near the region 0 = 0 as shown in Figure 10.
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Phase function
0 1 2 3
theta
Figure 9. The feature of phase function witht following parameters:
leaf radius: 0.0275
leaf thickness: 0.0002()()2
perinittivity: 6+ 1.7 i
operation frequency: 94 GIHZ
0.05
0
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Phase function
0 1 2
theta
Figure 10: 'Ilhc phase funrict oll tf(cusd ol the c:onstant part
4x10- 4
2x10 - 4
n
3
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Phase function
0 0.05 0.1
theta
Figure 11: The I)hase function ftcused on the sharl) beam
0.05
n
0.15
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Therefore, we get:
1 Os
I+(0,0,0) 4I 2e 4r
. (a . 4 .e- 2/AY2
A7 2
Jo dOj dISecl + 1
+ 1 - C) I -[ 1-(1
2k
os
-a ) 4 O' s47r (4.2.6)
as ( 4 _02 /y2 +
47r e + -l-a).4w- A7y2
cls 4
.(a 4 . e
2 r
o (a
- wJ
(a 4 e-(1 _)2/Aa2
A 2
+ 1 - a) sinO1I]
4 _-02 /A72
+ 1 - a) · tan 2
2
Each term of (4.2.7) will be approximated as shown below
(1)
7r
o
2 . 8 e-7r 2 /2A-y2A3
· tan 0 1
2
1
+ -- ) o2
d01((1 - a)). 4 -02/a2 tan 12 .ac(1 -a)
7r
o d01 (a(1 -a)) . e-(01-w)
2/Ay2 . tan- 0
a)) 7 2 2 A -~~~ 2
I+(0, 0o,) k
(4.2.7)
dH a2 16 -_0/A-72
A7 4
(2)
7r
0I
(4.2.8)
(3)
(4.2.9)
(4.2.10)
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(4)
d01(1 - a)2 tanO (1 - a)21n22
Accumulating the results of
out to be:
I (O, , ) = 
(4.2.8), (4.2.9), (4.2.10), and (4.2.11), (4.2.7) turns
Os (a(1 -()21n2) IO
81r
12 (0,0, ) k2. (a + (1 - a) l2)
I-(o, o, 0) 
(4.2.12)
(4.2.13)
Therefore, the ratio of the second order and the first order is closely related with
the albedo. Especially when a 1, the ratio is very near the value of the albedo
which is always less than 1. Judging from these, we can see that if the albedo is
very small, the second order even higher order terms are negligible in total result. In
the case that albedo is large, it is necessary to take the second order or higher order
terms into account.
Ir
'T
(4.2.11)
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Chapter 5
Range Profile Simulation
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Here, we illustrate some simulation result as Figure 12 to Figure 20. Of these
figures, Figure 12 to Figure 14 are for Tree 1, Figure 15 to Figurel7 are for Tree 2,
and Figure 18 to Figure 20 are for Tree 3. The difference among the Tree 1, 2, and 3
is that the Tree 1 is with the albedo 0.72 and fractional volume of scatterers 0.063 %,
the Tree 2 is with the albedo 0.35 and fractional volume of scatters 0.002 %, and the
Tree 3 is with the albedo 0.74 % and the fractional volume of scatters 0.01 %. The
purpose of selecting the different albedo and fractional volume of scatters is to observe
the influence from these two factors. The others parameters of individual tree will be
listed before Figure 12, 15, 18 respectively. On the aspect of illustration sequence,
we show the range profile for co-polarization first, and then cross-polarization. In
both of them, the first order term is plotted in solid line and second order term is in
dash line. We also show the result combining first and second order terms only for
co-polarization.
Referring to the equation(3.3.3), the co-polarization is represented by the element
all or a22, and cross-polarization is represented by the element 12 or 21.
Because scatterers are uniformly oriented, all is equal to 22, and 1 2 is equal
to 21.
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In addition, since we know that the albedo is related to the convergence of
iterative solution, we append two albedo tables respect to different parameters after
Figure 20.
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5.2 SIMULATION RESULTS
(1)Tree 1
Operation Frequency: 30 GHZ
Relative Permittivity: 7+ i 0.2
Leaf Radius: 0.01(m)
Leaf Thickness: 0.0005(m)
Tree Bottom Radius: 2( m)
Tree Top Radius: 1.5(m)
Tree Height: 8(m)
Number density: 4000(m- 3 )
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CO-POI Tree #1
0
E
(n
-- 50
--100
0 2 4 6
Range
Figure 12
The co-polarizatiotn result for the first and second orler terms of tree 1, with the
albetdo 0.718013 , so ws we expected that they are comlparable.
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CROSS-POI Tree #1
1st order--- 2nd order
-I N~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
4
Range
Figure 13
The cross-polarization result for the first and second order terms of tree 1, with the
albedo 0.718013 ,we observe that the latter is greater thanl the former.
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5.2 Simulation Results
MIXED RESULT Tree #1
0
-o
100
--100
0 2 4
Range
Figure 14
The co-polarization result combined with the first and second terms.
6
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(2)Tree 2
Operation Frequency: 60 GHZ
Relative Permittivity: 5+ i 2
Leaf Radius: 0.008(m)
Leaf Thickness: 0.0001(m)
Tree Bottom Radius: 1.5(m)
Tree Top Radius: 0.6(m)
Tree Height: 5(m)
Number density: 1000( m- 3 )
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GO-POI Tree #2
0
E
0
0)- 50
-00
-.100
0
1 st order
- - 2nd order
/
I
I
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N.
N~
"I \ \
I,
4
Range
Figure 15
The co-polarization result for the first, and second order terms of tree 2, with the
albedo 0.35362 , so as we expected that the former is domninant.
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CROSS-POI Tree
0
#2
2 4
Range
FHigure 16
The cross-p)olarization result for the filst aid secon(t order terms of tree 2, with tile
albedo 0.35362, we observe that the latter is greater than the former.
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MIXED RESULT Tree #2
0
E
-o
U-50
-100
0 2 4
Range
Figure 17
The co-polarization result. combined with tihe first and second terms. The obvious
inflectionl lpoint results from the fact that thlle first order termn dominates before that
point, btt. tile second orlder does after that poinlt..
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(3)Tree 3
Operation Frequency: 94 GHZ
Relative Permittivity: 6+ i 1.7
Leaf Radius: 0.0275(m)
Leaf Thickness: 0.0002(m)
Tree Bottom Radius: 3.5( m)
Tree Top Radius: 2(m)
Tree Height: 11.6(m)
Number density: 200( m - 3 )
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CO-POI Tree #3
0
E
()
(0
-50
0 5 10
Range
Figure 18
Tlle co-polarization result for the first and second or(l(r trrmns of tree 3, with the
altedo ()0.744073 , so as we expected that they arc complarable.l
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CROSS-POI
5
Tree #3
10
Range
Figur 19
The cross-polarizationt result for the first and second order termis of tree 3. withI the
albedo 0().744073 , we oblserve that the latter is greater tlal te former.
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MIXED RESULT Tree #3
5 10
Range
Figure 20
'I'l( co-polarization result combined with the first andt second terms.
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Table 1
Tree 1 Frequency=30GHZ
relative permittivity radius thickness albedo
7+i0.2 0.01 0.0005 0.718613
7+i2 0.01 0.0005 0.518379
7+i5 0.01 0.0005 0.50571 5
7+iO.2 0.02 0.0005 0.81 9285
7+iO.2 0.025 0.0005 0.842123
7+i0.2 0.01 0.00025 0.644171
7+iO.2 0.01 0.001 0.752012
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Table 2
Tree 2 Frequency=60GHZ
relative permittivity radius thickness albedo
5+i2 0.008 0.0001 0.353620
5 0.008 0.0001 0.680848
5+i4.5 0.008 0.0001 0.315384
5+i2 0.015 0.0001 0.476330
5+i2 0.005 0.0001 0.308603
5+i2 0.008 0.0002 0.487304
5+i2 0.008 0.0005 0.622678
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6.1 CONCLUSION
We observe that the co-polarization of first order does not necessary dominate
that of second order; in fact, they are comparable if the albedo is close to 1. Beyond
some range, the second order result dominates. This means that second order result
not only plays a role of correction term, but also behave as a major term in some
range. Also noticed that the cross-polarization of second order is larger than that
of first order. The reason is that the depolarization effect of the circular disk leaves
is smaller, so the most contribution to the cross-polarization is from the changing
polarization direction in multiple scattering.
Actually, while going though set of parameters of a tree, we should observe that:
(1) the fractional volume of scatterers is smaller than 1% to assure that the boundary
conditions (2.1.5) and (2.1.7) is valid, because we ignore the reflection effect on
the boundary surfaces.
(2) the albedo is set close to 1 or very small in order to show whether it is necessary
to consider the second order result.
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It is well know that the albedo is closely related to the convergence condition
of the iterative solution; moreover, in above figures we notice the albedo's impact
on the ratio of the first and the second order terms, but it is premature to conclude
that it is the only factor to influence the ratio of successive order terms. The other
quantities, such as fractional volume of scatterers, geometry of the model, and the
ratio of forward and backward power are also related to the ratio of successive
order terms to a lesser degree.
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6.2 FUTURE WORK
(1) Since cross-polarization also provides some information of the sensed object,
constructing a practical program which can rapidly calculate its approximate
value is helpful to enhance the application of the current program which is only
based on the co-polarization simulation.
(2) In fact, the leaf shapes of deciduous trees are usually elliptical but not
circular. Accordingly, our rough approximation should be revised by explore
a transformation from elliptical leaves to effective circular leaves.
(3) Besides the disk shape leaves, trunk and branches are also commonly seen in
trees. Considering their influence on at least the first order term will produce
more realistic simulation results.
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is a function of 0, q0, and z, we can assume the following transformation:
I+ = e-sec'T(°,,z) · U(0, 0, z)
I- = eseso(,,z) .D(O, , z)
(A.1)
(A.2)
where
=/ z -(O, O, z) = dske(0, q, s)
substitute (A.1) and (A.2) into (2.1.17) and (2.1.18), follow the same procedure in
Section 2.2, we can get the similar forms of solution.
If ke
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